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INTRODUCTION
The Belgian Haematological Society (BHS) Lymphoprolifera-
tive Disease (LPD) Committee reviewed the recent literature 
on diagnosis, prognostic scores and treatment of small 
lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL)/chronic lymphocytic leukae-
mia (CLL), to update the recommendations published in 
2012, 2015 and 2018.1-3

UPDATED RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 
DIAGNOSIS OF SLL/CLL
The diagnosis of CLL requires the presence of at least 5000/μl 
monoclonal B lymphocytes in the blood for the duration of 
at least three months. Morphologically, the CLL cells are small, 
round cells with a narrow border of cytoplasm and a dense 
nucleus with clumped chromatin and indiscernible nucleoli. 
Gumprecht shadows or smudge cells are frequently seen. 
Clonality of the B cells (kappa (k) or lambda (l) immuno-

globulin (IG) light chains) needs to be confirmed by flow 
cytometry. Typically, CLL cells co-express the T cell antigen 
CD5 with B cell antigens.4,5 The European research initiative 
on CLL (ERIC) and European society for clinical cell analysis 
(ESCCA) harmonisation project has selected “required diag-
nostic markers” and “recommended markers” to refine diag-
nosis in borderline cases” (Figure 1). The required diagnostic 
markers are strong expression of CD19 (positive > 95% of 
monoclonal cells), weak expression of CD20, surface IG  
and k or l IG light chains, together with strong expression of 
CD23 and CD5 (> 20% of monoclonal cells). In borderline 
cases, markers as CD43, CD200, ROR1 (positive > 20% of 
monoclonal cells), weak expression of CD79b and CD81 
and no expression of CD10 (positive < 20% of monoclonal 
cells) are recommended to refine the diagnosis.6 This im-
munophenotypic scoring system must help to differentiate  
CLL better from other leukemic lymphomas compared to
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previous scoring systems proposed by Catovsky et al.7,8 The 
term SLL is used for patients with lymphadenopathy and/or 
splenomegaly but with < 5000/μl monoclonal B cells with 
a CLL phenotype in the peripheral blood and no cyto penias 
due to bone marrow infiltration. The diagnosis of SLL, when 
possible, should be confirmed by histopathology of a lymph 
node biopsy. In the absence of lymphadenopathy, organo-
megaly, cytopenia and clinical symptoms, the presence of  

< 5000/μl monoclonal B lymphocytes in the peripheral blood 
with a CLL phenotype is defined as monoclonal B cell lym-
phocytosis (MBL)-CLL type. Bone marrow biopsy is mostly 
not required for diagnosing CLL, SLL or MBL-CLL type.4,5

UPDATED DIAGNOSTIC AND/OR 
PRETREATMENT WORK-UP (TABLE 1)
All guidelines advise to test 17p deletion (del)/TP53 mutation 

ERIC: European research initiative on CLL; ESSCA: European society for clinical cell analysis.

TABLE 1. Diagnostic and/or pretreatment work-up.

Mandatory Potential utility

Personal and familial history
Physical examination
Biological fitness: PS, comorbidities

Biological fitness: complete geriatric assessment

Complete blood cell count
Peripheral blood smear
CLL immunophenotype
LDH, immunoglobulines, renal function  
Parameters for hemolysis
IGVH mutational status
17p deletion/TP53 mutation
hep B, hep C, CMV, HIV
Rx-thorax 
ECG 

β2-microglobulin
FISH: 13q deletion, t12, 11q deletion
Conventional karyotyping with novel culture techniques
Bone marrow aspirate-biopsy when clinically indicated
CT neck, abdomen, pelvis

Clinical staging: Rai-Binet

CLL: chronic lymphocytic leukaemia; LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; IGVH: immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region genes;  
Hep: hepatitis; CMV: cytomegalovirus; HIV: human immunodeficiency virus; ECG: electrocardiogram; FISH: fluorescence in situ  
hybridisation; t12: trisomy 12.

FIGURE 1. Immunophenotype of CLL according the ERIC and ESCCA harmonisation project.

“Required” diagnostic markers

• CD5
• CD19  
• CD20
• CD23 
• sIG, κ or l 

Positive >20%
Positive >95%
Weak
Positive >20%
Weak

“Recommended” markers to refine diagnosis in  
borderline cases 

• CD43 
• CD79b
• CD81
• CD200
• CD10
• ROR1

Positive >20%
Weak
Weak 
Positive >20%
Positive <20%
Positive >20%
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(mut) before the start of “each” new treatment as it has been 
shown that chemoimmunotherapy (CIT) in this patient 
group is inferior to treatment with the novel agents in terms 
of response, progression free survival (PFS), response dura-
tion (DOR) and overall survival (OS).5,9 Although the effect 
of the novel agents is as good in patients with mutated or 
unmutated immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region  
genes (IGVH), CIT could still be a treatment option for 
patients with mutated IGVH who prefer a fixed duration of 
treatment, according data from recent randomised clinical 
trials (RCTs) (discussed in treatment of treatment naïve SLL/
CLL anno 2020). Therefore, we advise testing of the IGVH 
mutational status in young “and” older patients without a 
17p del/TP53 mutation if CIT could be a therapeutic option. 
Assessment of IGVH stereotypes however is still not recom-
mended in the routine prognostic work up.5

CLINICAL PRESENTATION
Patients with CLL are generally asymptomatic at presentation, 
and the diagnosis is often made incidentally when lympho-
cytosis is noted at the time of a routine blood evaluation. At 
diagnosis, one quarter of patients reveal lymphadenopathies, 
approximately 15% organomegaly while B symptoms are  
noticed in only 5%.10,11 The clinical course of CLL is highly 
variable. One third of CLL patients never require treatment, 
another third shows disease progression after an initial in-

dolent phase and the remaining third exhibits a progressive 
disease from the onset and needs immediate treatment.12,13

STAGING AND UPDATED PROGNOSTIC 
SCORING
The two widely used staging systems are those from Rai 
(used primarily in the United States) and Binet (used in  
Europe). These clinical staging systems are based on physical 
examination and complete blood cell counts alone. The  
value of each system lies mainly in the probability of predic-
ting survival.14-16 Today, 80% of the newly diagnosed patients 
are staged as Binet A, 13% as Binet B and 7% as Binet C.11 
With the use of CIT, patients with the most advanced stage 
(Rai 3-4, Binet C) have a predicted survival time of approxi-
mately six years, in contrast with one to two years at the 
time of publication of these staging systems.11,14-17 Although 
clinical staging systems as Rai and Binet remain good prog-
nostic factors, at diagnosis they cannot identify patients 
with indolent or progressive disease, and they are not able to 
predict response to treatment. 
Therefore, several models were developed to identify patients 
at high risk for progression and shorter OS. The CLL-inter-
national prognostic index (CLL-IPI) for treatment-naïve  
patients and the CLL-BALL for relapsing/refractory (R/R) 
patients seem to be the most valuable. The CLL-IPI defines 
four patient risk groups with a significant different time to 

TABLE 2. CLL-IPI: international prognostic index for treatment-naïve patient.

Variable HR Grading

17p del/TP53 mut No or Yes 4.2 4

IGVH Mutated or UnMutated 2.6 2

β2 microglobulin ≤ or > 3.5 mg/dl 2 2

Stage Rai 0 vs 1-4
Binet A vs B-C

1.6 1

Age ≤ or > 65y 1.7 1

Risk group % 5y TTFT 5y OS

low 0-1 47 80% 94%

intermediate 2-3 33 47% 91%

high 4-6 18 29% 68%

very high 7-10 3 19% 21%

del: deletion; mut: mutation; IGVH: immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region genes; y: years; HR: hazard ratio; TTFT: time to first 
treatment; OS: overall survival.
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first treatment (TTFT) and OS. The selected variables are 
17p del/TP53 mut, IGVH, β2 microglobulin, stage and age.  
CLL-IPI was designed for patients receiving front-line CIT 
(Table 2).18 The CLL-BALL score was created to predict OS in 
R/R CLL patients treated with the currently approved novel 
agents (ibrutinib (Ib), idelalisib (Idela) and venetoclax (Ven)) 
but also CIT. The four selected variables here are β2 micro-
globulin, haemoglobin, LDH and time from last therapy  
(Table 3).19 Real-world series of patients with R/R CLL trea-
ted with Ib confirm the prognostic power of the CLL-BALL 
score.20,21 The future will learn if the BALL score may iden-
tify higher risk R/R CLL requiring alternative and more  
effective therapeutic strategies.

UPDATED INDICATIONS FOR INITIATION 
OF TREATMENT (TABLE 4)
In 2018, the international workshop on CLL (iwCLL) updated 
the 2008 guidelines for the initiation of treatment. Sympto-
matic functional extranodal disease was added as indication 
to start treatment. Criteria for initiating first-line or second- 
line treatment follow in general similar rules. However, when 
substantial disease persists or disease progresses under  
novel agents, even if the patient stays asymptomatic, starting 
subsequent therapy, sometimes in overlap with the previous 
one, can be acceptable to avoid Richter-like acceleration.5

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE 
TREATMENT OF SLL/CLL ANNO 2020 
Treating CLL patients without advanced or active disease is 
still not recommended regardless of prognostic factors.5 The 

role of early intervention versus (vs.) deferred treatment in 
patients with high risk disease (11q del and/or 17p del/TP53 
mut and/or unmutated IGVH) has been investigated in  
several RCTs. The German CLL Study Group (GCLLSG) CLL7 
(FCR vs. wait and see) and the CLL12 (Ib vs. wait and see) 
showed clearly a longer PFS for the treated patient cohort but 
without OS benefit today.22-24

Before initiating treatment it is of utmost importance to con-
sider patient related factors (age, performance status (PS), 
comorbidities, renal and bone marrow function and patient 
wishes), disease related factors (17p del/TP53 mut, IGVH) 
and treatment related factors (contraindications to and side- 
effects from particular treatment modalities, intravenous vs. 
oral treatment, continuous vs. fixed duration of treatment). 
Current data confirm that duration of response to previous 
treatment becomes less important in the choice between 
CIT and novel agents.

TREATMENT OF TREATMENT NAÏVE SLL/
CLL ANNO 2020 (FIGURE 2)
FRONTLINE TREATMENT OF CLL PATIENTS 
WITH 17P DEL/TP53 MUT
The most important factor to determine first-line treatment 
is certainly the presence or absence of a 17p del/TP53 mut. 
It is common knowledge that patients showing a 17p del/
TP53 mut are poor responders to CIT. The B cell receptor 
inhibitors (BCRi), Ib and Idela, have been approved for the 
treatment of patients with a 17p del/TP53 mut even as front- 
line treatment and reimbursed in Belgium since August 
2015. Although median (m) PFS and mOS are shorter for 

TABLE 3. CLL-BALL: novel agent predictor model for relapsed/refractory patients.

Variable Grading

β2 microglobulin < or ≥ 5 mg/dl 1

Anemia Male: Hb <12g/dl
Female: Hb <11g/dl

1

LDH > ULN 1

Last therapy < 24 or ≥ 24 months 1

Risk group 24 months OS %

low 0-1 90

intermediate 2-3 80

high 4 56

LDH: lactate dehydrogenase; ULN: upper limit of normal; OS: overall survival; Hb: hemoglobin.
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patients with the TP53 aberration, the outcome is still better 
than for any other treatment available.25 Since August 2019, 
Idela lost reimbursement in Belgium for CLL due to safety 
concerns. Venetoclax (Ven), the first bcl-2 inhibitor (Bcl-2i), 
as monotherapy can be an alternative in patients unsuit - 
able for Ib as outcome seem comparable with the BCRi 
(reimbursed in Belgium since November 2017).26 In the  
CLL 14 trial, fixed duration obinutuzumab (Ob)6-Ven12 also 
showed a significant PFS benefit in patients with a TP53 
aberration compared to Ob-chlorambucil (Chl) (details CLL 
14 discussed in following paragraph).27 Cross-trial comparisons 
or direct comparing RCTs have to confirm if Ob6-Ven12  
can be a first-line fixed duration treatment alternative to 
continuous treatment with Ib.

FRONTLINE TREATMENT OF CLL PATIENTS 
WITHOUT 17P DEL/TP53 MUT
Until today, CIT stayed for a lot of patients the first-line treat-
ment. Fludarabine (F)-cyclophosphamide (C)-rituximab (R) 
CIT was the standard of care for patients, who were fit, have 
no major comorbidities (cumulative illness rating scale (CIRS) 
≤ 6) and/or a normal renal function (creatinine clearance  
(Cr Cl) ≥ 70 ml/min) and absence of active autoimmune 
haemolytic anaemia and recurrent infections).28 For patients 
> 65 years, bendamustine (B)-R was an alternative treatment 
to FCR with similar outcomes but lower toxicities.29 Even for 
patients with comorbidities BR seemed a feasible treatment.30 
For unfit (CIRS > 6), elderly patients Ob-Chl improved not 
only PFS, time to next treatment (TTNT) but also OS com-
pared to R-Chl and Chl.31 Since May 2017, Ib is reimbursed 
in Belgium as an alternative treatment option for patients 

not suitable for fludarabine (F) and without severe, uncon-
trolled cardiovascular disease according to the Resonate 2 
data (phase III RCT comparing Ib to Chl).32,33

A lot of data has been presented and published since the 
2018 update which substantiate the new proposed treat-
ment recommendations. 
In the E1912 phase III RCT, previously untreated CLL pa-
tients (N=529) requiring treatment, ≤ 70 years with a good 
PS, a Cr Cl > 40 ml/min, fit for FCR and no 17p del by FISH 
were treated with FCR (6 cycles) or Ib-R (Ib-R for six cycles 
after a single cycle of Ib alone, followed by Ib until disease 
progression (PD)). CIT induced a higher frequency of com-
plete response (CR) and minimal residual disease (MRD)- 
negativity than did Ib-R. Nevertheless, PFS was significantly 
longer for Ib-R with a significant hazard ratio (HR) for pro-
gression or death of 0.35 (p < 0.00001). Concerning the 
IGVH status, the PFS difference was only significant for the 
unmutated subgroup. With a median follow up of 33.6 
months, OS was superior for the Ib-R treated patients with a 
HR for death of 0.17 (p < 0.0003). The incidence of ≥ grade 
3 adverse events (AEs) was similar in the two groups (+/-
80%) whereas infectious complications of ≥ grade 3 were 
less common with Ib-R than with FCR (10.5% vs. 20.3%,  
p < 0.001).34  
In the A041202 phase III RCT, previously untreated CLL 
patients (N=547) requiring treatment, ≥ 65 years with a 
good PS, a Cr Cl ≥ 40ml/min, no heparin or warfarin, ANC  
≥ 1000/μ and platelets ≥ 30000/μ unless due to bone  
marrow involvement, were treated with Ib until progression, 
Ib-R 6 cycles followed by Ib until PD or BR 6 cycles. In total, 
6% of included patients had a 17p del and 10% a TP53 mut. 

TABLE 4. Indications for initiation of treatment.

High tumorload • Rai 3-4 or Binet C

Disease progression • Lymphocyte doubling time of less than 6 months 
•  Massive (>6 cm below costal margin) or progressive or symptomatic splenomegaly
•  Massive (>10 cm) or progressive or symptomatic lymphadenopathy
• Progressive marrow failure  leading to cytopenia 
• Symptomatic functional extranodal disease

Auto-immune problems • AIHA, AITP, PRCA poorly responsive to corticosteroids

Disease related problems • 10% weight loss in 6 months
• Fatigue ( PS≥2)
• Fever >38°C for >2 weeks without infection
• Night sweats >1 month

AIHA: immune mediated haemolytic anemia; AITP: immune mediated thrombocytopenia; PRCA: pure red cell aplasia;  
PS: performance status.
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Cross-over to Ib due to progressive disease (PD) within the 
first year after BR was allowed and occurred in 30 patients. 
No significant PFS difference was seen for Ib-Rvs. Ib. How-
ever, PFS was significantly better for Ib and Ib-R compared 
to BR with a HR of 0.39 and 0.38 (both p < 0.001) respec-
tively. With a median follow-up of 38 months, there was no 
significant difference among the three treatment groups 
with regard to OS.  Concerning again IGVH, the PFS diffe-
rence between Ib regimens and BR looks more pronounced 
for the unmutated subgroup. The rate of ≥ grade 3 haemato-
logic AEs was higher with BR (61%) than with Ib or Ib-R 
(+/- 40%), whereas the rate of ≥ grade 3 non-hematologic 
AEs was lower with BR (63%) than with the Ib-containing 
regimens (74% with each regimen). Infectious complications 
of ≥ grade 3 were seen in 19%, 22% and 27% of BR, Ib and 
Ib-R treated patients.35 
The iLLUMINATE phase III RCT compared Ob-Ib (Ob 6 
cycles, Ib till PD) vs. Ob-Chl (6 cycles) in untreated patients 
(N=229) in need of treatment, ≥ 65 years or < 65 years with 
comorbidities (CIRS > 6, Cr Cl < 70 ml/min, 17p del/TP53 
mut). In total, 14% of patients showed a 17p del and 12.5% 

a TP53 mut. Cross-over to Ib single-agent was permitted  
after confirmation of PD to Ob-Chl. After a median follow- 
up of 31.3 months, mPFS was significantly longer in the  
Ob-Ib than in the Ob-Chl group (not reached (NR) vs. nine-
teen months) with a significant HR of 0.23 (p < 0.0001).  
In the Ob-Chl arm, 44% of the patients needed sequential 
treatment compared with 4% in the Ob-Ib arm. TTNT was 
significantly longer for the chemotherapy free regimen. These 
benefits were seen independent of high-risk features. The 
benefit for the unmutated IGVH patients looks greater than 
for the mutated ones. No OS difference was seen at time  
of publication. Serious AEs occurred in 58% and 35% of  
patients treated with Ob-Ib and Ob-Chl. The most common 
≥ grade 3 AEs in both groups were neutropenia (37% vs. 
46%) and thrombocytopenia (19% vs. 10%).36 
The GCLLSG CLL14 compared in a phase III RCT Ob6-Ven12 
with Ob-Chl. Patients with previously untreated CLL  
and comorbidities (CIRS > 6 and/or Cr Cl < 70 ml/min) 
could be enrolled (N=432). Ob was given for six cycles as 
Ven and Chl were given for the fixed duration of twelve  
cycles. After a median follow-up of 28.1 months, PFS was 

∞: continuous treatment.

*: venetoclax if the patient is unsuitable for ibrutinib and TP53 aberration.

**: Ob6-Ven12 not indicated and reimbursed in Belgium 02-2020.

***: ibrutinib∞: only reimbursed in Belgium 02-2020 for patients unfit for CIT.

del: deletion; mut: mutation; IGVH: immunoglobulin heavy chain variable region genes; CIT: chemoimmunotherapy; FCR: 

fludarabine, cyclophosphamide, rituximab; BR: bendamustine, rituximab; Chl: chlorambucil, Ob: obinutuzumab; Ven: vene-

toclax; alloSCT: allogeneic stem cell transplantation; CIRS: cumulative illness rating scale; Cr CL: creatinine clearance; AIHA: 

immune mediated haemolytic anaemia; y: years.

FIGURE 2. Recommendation for treatment of front-line CLL 2020.
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significantly longer for Ob6-Ven12 with a significant HR of 
0.35 (p < 0.001). This benefit was also observed in patients 
with 17p del (9%) and/or TP53 mut (14%) and in patients 
with unmutated IGVH. No significant difference was obser-
ved for the mutated IGVH subgroup. DOR and TTNT was 
also better for the chemo therapy free regimen. OS was not 
different at the time of publication. No difference in ≥ grade 
3 neutropenia occurred (53% and 48% for Ob-Ven and  
Ob-Chl) with also no excess of ≥ grade 3 infections (17.5% 
and 15.0% respectively).27 
The phase III ELEVATE-TN RCT used Ob-acalabrutinib (A) 
(Ob 6 cycles, A till PD or intolerance), A (A till PD or intole-
rance) or Ob-Chl (6 cycles) in untreated patients aged ≥ 65 
years or < 65 years if Cr Cl 30-69 ml/min or CIRS > 6 with 
a good PS (N= 535). 17p del and TP53 mut were present in 
9% and 11% of patients. At a median follow-up of 28.3 months, 
mPFS was prolonged for Ob-A and A compared to Ob-Chl 
(NR vs. 22.6 months; HR 0.10 and NR vs. 22.6 months; HR, 
0.20 (both p < 0.0001)). Estimated 2 years PFS was 92.7% 
with Ob-A and 46.7% with Ob-Chl. Cross-over was allowed. 
In total, 25% of Ob-Chl treated patients received A at PD. 
OS was not different at the time of publication. Again, the 
PFS difference for mutated IGVH patients was not significant 
compared to those who were treated with Ob-Chl, though 
the number of patients compared was low. The most com-
mon grade ≥ 3 AE was neutropenia (Ob-A 30%, A 9%,  
Ob-Chl 41%). Grade ≥ 3 infections occurred in 21%, 14% 
and 8% of patients with Ob-A, A and Ob-Chl respectively.37

We are waiting eagerly for the results of the GCLLSG CLL 
13 phase III RCT who used standard CIT (FCR or BR),  
R6-Ven12, Ob6-Ven12 or Ob6-Ib36-Ven12 in untreated patients 
in need for treatment without a 17p del/TP53 mut, good PS 
and a Cr CL ≥ 70 ml/min (N= 920).38

To conclude, all the reviewed RCTs confirm that patients 
treated with Bruton tyrosine kinase inhibitors (BTKi) till PD 
or intolerance show a highly significant gain in PFS com-
pared to those treated with CIT. Looking at IGVH mutational 
status, the gain in PFS benefit was most pronounced for  
the unmutated IGVH subgroup. So, we feel comfortable to  
recommend Ib as the best front-line treatment not only for 
unfit patients but also for fit patients with unmutated IGVH.  
As not all trials show today a significant PFS benefit for  
the mutated IGVH subgroups, we think that CIT (FCR, BR, 
Ob-Chl), could still be an alternative treatment option if 
these mutated IGVH patients prefer a time limited treatment. 
Especially FCR could be still the first-line treatment option 
in young and fit patients with mutated IGVH as long-term 
follow up of some patient cohorts treated with FCR shows 
that +/- 50% remain in remission and could be cured.39-41 At 
publication of the previous mentioned RCTs, only one trial 

showed an OS benefit for the BTKi, what could be explained 
by the short follow-up of the trials and potentiality of  
cross-over to the novel agent at PD in the other trials.27,34-37 
For the moment, we have no convincing data to recommend 
adding an anti-CD20 monoclonal to the BTKi as PFS and 
OS look very similar for the monotherapy vs. the combination 
treatment arms.35,37 Fixed duration Ob6-Ven12 in patients 
with unmutated IGVH and/or unfit patients (comorbidities 
and/or decreased renal function) could be an alternative  
treatment option.27 

SECOND OR SUBSEQUENT-LINE 
TREATMENT (FIGURE 3)
In our previous guidelines, treatment for patients with R/R 
disease in need for treatment was mainly selected depending 
on presence or absence of a 17p del/TP53 mut, fitness and 
DOR to the previous treatment (< or > 24 à 36 months).2,3 
Until now, retreatment with CIT was only recommended  
for fit patients showing a late relapse after previous CIT. For 
patients unfit, treatment refractory, experiencing early relapse 
after CIT or showing a 17p del/TP53 mut, treatment with 
the BCRi (Ib or R-Idela) was reimbursed since August 2015 
as outcome compared to monoclonal antibodies or CIT was 
superior.3,42-44 

TREATMENT OF R/R CLL PATIENTS WITH 17P 
DEL/TP53 MUT
As mentioned already, Ib or R-Idela were the best treatment 
choices compared to other treatment regimens when a patient 
acquires a TP53 aberration after CIT and has a treatment 
indication.3 Idela however has lost reimbursement for CLL 
in Belgium in August 2019 due to safety concerns. The 5 
year follow-up of R/R CLL patients with a 17p del receiving 
ibrutinib (PCYC-1102, PCYC-1103 trials) (N=34), showed 
durable responses with a mPFS of 26 months and a mOS of 
57 months.45 A total number of 230 R/R patients with a 17p 
del from three clinical trials (Resonate, Resonate 17, PCYC-
1102) were evaluated. With a median follow-up of 28 months, 
overall response rate (ORR) was 85% with an estimated 
30-months PFS and OS of 57% and 69%, respectively.46 Ven 
monotherapy acquired reimbursement in November 2017 
for patients with a TP53 aberration and progressive or into-
lerant to Ib according the data from the M13-982 trial with  
expansion cohort (N=158). A mPFS of 27.2 months has 
been shown.47 Since September 2019, we can also treat these 
high-risk patients progressing after Ib or CIT according to 
the Murano RCT with a fixed duration of R (6 cycles) and 
Ven (24 months) (R6-Ven24) as no difference in PFS is seen 
between patients with or without the TP53 alteration (Murano 
data discussed in following paragraph).48
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TREATMENT OF R/R CLL PATIENTS WITHOUT 
17P DEL/TP53 MUT
Until recently, national and international guidelines sup-
ported retreatment with CIT for fit CLL patients showing a 
late relapse (> 24 or 36 months after previous treatment). 
For patients unfit, treatment refractory, experiencing early 
relapse after CIT the BCRi (Ib or R-Idela) were reimbursed 
since August 2015 as outcome compared to monoclonal  
antibodies or CIT was superior.3,42-44 As mentioned before, 
Idela has lost reimbursement in August 2019 for CLL in  
Belgium due to safety concerns.
The five year follow-up of R/R CLL patients receiving ibru-
tinib (PCYC-1102, PCYC-1103 trials) (N=101), showed  
durable responses with a mPFS of 52 months and a five  
year OS of 57% and an excellent tolerability.45 The updated  
seven year PFS and OS were 32% and 52% respectively  
with 21% of patients still on Ib.49 Responses to BCRi seem 
independent of IGVH mutational status and the presence of 
unfavourable genetic aberrations (11q del, complex karyo-
type or novel gene mutations).50 
The final results of the phase III RESONATE RCT treating 
R/R CLL/SLL patients with single-agent Ib (median follow 
up on study of 65.3 months in the Ib arm) or ofatumumab 
(Ofa) (N=391) were published. In total, 82% of patients  

included showed high-risk features (17p del/TP53 mut, 11q 
del and/or unmutated IGVH). The mPFS remained signi-
ficantly longer for patients randomised to Ib vs. Ofa (44.1  
vs. 8.1 months; HR: 0.15). The PFS benefit was preserved  
in the high-risk population. OS, censored for cross over,  
was significantly better with Ib vs. Ofa (HR: 0.639). With a  
median of 41 months on Ib therapy, the safety profile showed 
a cumulatively, all-grade (grade ≥3) hypertension and atrial 
fibrillation occurring in 21% (9%) and 12% (6%) of patients, 
respectively.51 
In the phase III Helios RCT, R/R patients without a 17p del 
were treated with BR (6 cycles) combined with Ib or placebo 
(till PD or intolerance) (N= 578).43 After a median follow up 
of 34.8 months, mPFS was significantly better for BR-Ib (NR 
vs. 14.3 months, HR 0.021 (p < 0.0001)). In the recent up-
date, analysis of OS corrected for cross-over from placebo  
to Ib at PD (160 patients) confirmed the OS advantage of 
BR-Ib with mOS still not reached for both arms.52 Although 
cross-trial comparisons are difficult to interpret, for the  
moment no difference in mPFS or mOS is suspected for  
BR-Ib vs. Ib single-agent, suggesting that addition of BR to  
Ib does not improve long-term outcomes compared with  
single-agent Ib.53 In the appendix of the primary analysis  
of this trial, we found a subgroup PFS analysis for patients  

∞: continuous treatment.

mo: month; del: deletion; mut: mutation; R: rituximab; Ven: venetoclax; Ib: ibrutinib; alloSCT: allogeneic stem cell transplantation; 

CIT: chemoimmunotherapy.

FIGURE 3. Recommendation for treatment of relapsed/refractory CLL 2020.
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relapsing sooner or later than 36 months after previous  
treatment. The benefit for treatment with Ib seen for late  
relapse seemed as great as for early relapse while mPFS for 
treatment with BR was only a few months longer than for 
those with early relapse.43 These data confirm that CIT must 
be reserved for patients with at least a very long response to 
previous CIT and only if the patient insists on a short, fixed 
duration of treatment. Reported grade 3-4 AEs in the Ib  
and placebo group were similar (77% vs. 74%) with the most 
common ≥ grade 3 AEs in both groups being neutropenia 
(54% vs. 51%) and thrombocytopenia (15% in each group).43 
The phase III RCT MURANO explored fixed duration  
R6-Ven24 (R started after the ramp up of Ven) vs. BR (6 cycles) 
in R/R CLL (N= 389). Around 27% of patients had a 17p del 
and/or TP53 mut. Median number of previous treatments 
was one. Approximately 4% of patients were pre-treated 
with a BCRi.48 After a median follow-up of 48 months, mPFS 
for R6-Ven24 and BR differed significantly (NR vs. 17 months, 
HR of 0.19 (p < 0.0001). OS showed superiority in the  
R6-Ven24 arm with a HR 0.41 (p < 0.0001). These OS bene-
fits were observed despite 79% of BR patients received  
novel agent treatment at PD.54 Responses were particularly 
durable in patients who attained undetectable (u)MRD at 
the end of combination treatment (+/- months 9).55 Twenty- 
four months after cessation of R6-Ven24 86% of the uMRD, 
61% of the low level MRD and 7% of the high-level MRD 
patients remained progression free.54 Median time to MRD 
recrudescence in peripheral blood was 46 months for all  
patients and 37 months for those with a TP53 aberration. 
Time to iwCLL progression after MRD recrudescence was 
17 (14-27) months.56 The most common seen grade ≥ 3 AE 
was neutropenia (R6-Ven24 58% vs. BR 39%) with grade ≥ 3 
infections and tumour lysis syndrome occurring in 17.5% 
and 22% and 3% and 1% of R6-Ven24 and BR treated patients, 
respectively.48 
The ASCEND trial, a phase III RCT, compared the efficacy 
and safety of A monotherapy (until PD or intolerance) vs. 
investigator choice (R (8 IV infusions)- Idela (continuously 
till PD) or BR (6 cycles) in R/R CLL (N=310). In total, 17% 
of patients showed a 17p del and 24% a TP53 mut. Fifty-one 
percent of patients with confirmed PD on investigator choice 
(36/68) received A monotherapy as cross-over was allowed. 
Discontinuation due to AEs was observed in 11% of patients 
on A vs. 49% in Idela, 12% R in R-Idela, 11% in B and 17% R 
in BR. At a median follow-up of 16.1 months, A significantly 
prolonged mPFS vs. R-Idela/BR (NR vs. 16.5 months, HR 
0.31 (p < 0.0001)). PFS improvement with A was observed 
across all subgroups, including patients with a TP53 aber-
ration. No difference in OS was seen at time of presentation. 
AEs of interest were atrial fibrillation (5.2% vs. 3.3% of  

patients on A vs. R-Idela/BR), bleeding (26% vs. 7.2%; in-
cluding major haemorrhage (1.9% vs. 2.6%)) and grade ≥ 3 
infections (15% vs. 24%). This trial confirms not only the 
superiority of the BTKi over CIT but also over R-Idela in  
R/R CLL concerning PFS and safety. This was the first trial 
comparing a BTKi vs. R-Idela head to head.57

Ven single agent gained already reimbursement to treat CLL 
patients refractory to Ib or Idela or progressive after Ib/Idela 
discontinuation due to responses seen in the M14-032 trial 
(N=64). The PFS at one year was 72%.58 In the meantime, 
more data on optimal sequencing of the novel agents in  
CLL became available from real-world retrospective reviews.  
In the setting of BCRi failure (N=683), alternative BCRi or 
Ven appear superior to CIT. The use of Ven upon Ib failure 
might be superior to Idela due to higher ORR (79% vs. 46%) 
and longer PFS (HR 0.6 (p = 0.06)).59 Data in the setting of 
Ven failure are less mature and only available in abstract 
form.  A US multicentre, retrospective, chart-review analysis 
explored outcomes of Ib post-Ven in Ib-naïve patients 
(N=26). The ORR to Ib was 56.0% with time to progression 
varying from three to 53 months (N=10). Another retro-
spective analysis reviewed 326 patients who discontinued 
Ven and focused on subsequent treatments with BTKi, 
phosphoinositol 3 kinase inhibitors (PI3Ki) and cellular  
therapy (chimeric antigen receptor T cells (CAR-Ts) or  
allogeneic stem cell transplantation (SCT). For BTKi naïve  
patients, BTKi results in high ORR (84%) and durable  
remissions (mPFS 32 months). For BTKi exposed patients, 
BTK inhibition is not effective in the setting of previous 
BTKi resistance (mPFS four months) but should be conside-
red if prior BTKi intolerance. PI3Ki following Ven does not 
appear to result in durable remissions even in PI3Ki naïve 
patients (ORR 47%, mPFS five months). No new safety signals 
arose. Twelve out of eighteen patients who received CAR-T 
after Ven responded but with only a mPFS of nine months. 
Median PFS was not reached for nineteen patients who under-
went alloSCT post Ven. We conclude that BTKi in naïve or 
previously responsive patients and alloSCT following Ven 
appear to be the most effective treatment strategies with  
durable responses.60 

CELLULAR TREATMENT: ALLOGENEIC STEM 
CELL TRANSPLANTATION (SCT) AND CHIMERIC 
ANTIGEN RECEPTOR T CELLS (CAR-TS)
Reduced intensity (RIC) allogeneic SCT should still be con-
sidered as a reasonable therapeutic option for high-risk CLL 
patients. However, as the treatment landscape is changing, 
the definition of high-risk patients is also a changing field. 
The latest proposal by ERIC and European Society for Blood 
and Marrow Transplantation (EBMT) defines R/R CLL  
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patients after CIT and on a BTKi or Bcl-2i as high-risk I or 
high-risk II depending on treatment response and TP53 
aberration. High risk I patients have a 17p del/TP53 mut and 
are responding to the first novel agent. Once maximum  
disease control has been achieved, a consolidating allo-
geneic SCT could be performed immediately only if ≤ 65 
years, no comorbidities and a well-matched donor available. 
The allogeneic SCT should be deferred if > 65 years and/or 
multiple or severe comorbidities and/or partially matched 
donor available and the novel agent continued till treatment 
failure. High-risk II patients have no response to the first 
novel agent and are responding to an alternative novel agent. 
Patients who are frail or have no donor should continue till 
treatment failure. An allogeneic SCT could be considered in 
responding high-risk II patients with a well or partially mat-
ched donor or some permitted comorbidities. Although the 
first case report of successful CAR-T treatment in CLL was 
already published in 2011 and multiple cases with sustained 
remissions were reported since then, we have no access to 
an approved CAR-T product for the treatment of CLL today. 
We are waiting for the results of ongoing clinical trials using 
optimised CAR-T constructs and methods to enhance T cell 
function and to improve persistence of T cells. When access 
to a CAR-T product becomes available, this cellular therapy 
could be offered to patients now ineligible for allogeneic 
SCT. When relapse or progression is seen after cellular  
therapy, alternative novel agents/ combinations or alterna-
tive cellular therapies can be considered or reconsidered.62

FUTURE TREATMENT APPROACHES
Although responses and DOR are exceptionally high and 
long with the use of the available novel agents, the challenge 
stays to identify the best sequence or combination to achieve 
long-term CLL control with optimal quality of life. Longer 
follow-up of clinical trials exploring stopping treatment  
after a well-defined time period and/or at the achievement  
of MRD negativity will learn how long-lasting remissions 
will be and if cure is possible. The search for new agents  
or combinations must continue and patients must be still 
encouraged to enter clinical trials. 

CONCLUSION
This manuscript, being the fourth publication on BHS LPD 
committee CLL guidelines in less than 10 years, is the best 
evidence that management of CLL is a continuous evolving 
field. We propose to use in the diagnostic work-up the ERIC- 
ESCCA immunophenotypic scoring system instead of the 
Catovsky and colleagues’ system to differentiate CLL better from 
other leukaemic lymphomas.6-8 We also advise testing the 
IGVH mutational status in young “and” older patients without 
a 17p del/TP53 mut if CIT could be a therapeutic option. 
Although initiating treatment is mostly only necessary in  
patients with active or advanced disease, in the era of novel 
agents, starting subsequent therapy, sometimes in overlap 
with the previous one, can be acceptable to avoid Richter- 
like acceleration when substantial disease persists or disease 
progresses.5 

KEY MESSAGES FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE

1 No treatment is necessary for patients “without” active and/or advanced disease, regardless of  
prognostic factors (Figure 2).

2 Ib should be the preferred first-line treatment for patients “with and without” a TP53 aberration;  
for fit patients with mutated IGIV, CIT could still be an alternative treatment.  
(Ib not reimbursed for fit patients without TP53 aberration at publication) (Figure 2).

3 Ib or fixed-duration R6-Ven24 are the best therapeutic options for patients with R/R disease after CIT  
with or without an acquired TP53 aberration (Figure 3).

4 Real world data affirm that at progression Ven after Ib and Ib after Ven can induce high and durable  
responses (Figure 3).

5 RIC allogeneic SCT should still be considered after remission induction with a novel agent according  
the ERIC & EBMT recommendations. 

6 Patients must be encouraged to enter clinical trials exploring new agents or combinations.
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After reviewing the recent literature, we feel comfortable to 
recommend Ib as the best front-line treatment. Only for the 
mutated IGVH subgroup, we think that CIT could still be an 
alternative treatment option if these patients prefer a time 
limited treatment.34-37 Fixed duration Ob6-Ven12 in patients 
with a TP53 aberration, unmutated IGVH and/or unfit could 
certainly be an alternative first-line treatment option in the 
future.27 Chl monotherapy or supportive care to control 
symptoms could still be a justifiable treatment option for 
frail patients. 
For patients with R/R disease after CIT, Ib or fixed-duration 
R6-Ven24 are the best therapeutic options independent of  
the presence or absence of an acquired TP53 aberration  
and the time from last therapy.42-56 Real world data affirm 
that at progression Ven after Ib and Ib after Ven can induce 
again durable responses.58-61 Although the outcomes with 
the available novel agents are exceptionally good, the chal-
lenge stays to achieve even longer CLL control without 
 impairment of quality of life. Therefore, in selected patients, 
cellular therapies as allogeneic SCT should still be consi-
dered according the ERIC & EBMT recommendations and 
patients must be encouraged to enter clinical trials exploring 
new agents, combinations or treatment strategies.62
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